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BackgroundBackground

Rhex: 
•A highly mobile Hexapedal RobotA highly mobile Hexapedal Robot.
•Utilizes C-legs and an Alternating Tripod Gait to walk.



BackgroundBackgroundBackgroundBackground

Navstar Global Positioning System:Navstar Global Positioning System: 
Constellation of 24 satellites orbiting the earth every 
12 hours at a height of about 10,900 nautical miles .

•Robot can “know” its current position•Robot can know its current position. 
•Follow a “breadcrumb path” of waypoints.
•Only IF it possesses an adequate control system.



The Linear Control System:

A f f i d h i ll iA set of functions used to mathematically compute appropriate 
commands to move a robot to a desired position.

X´ = [A][X] + [B]X  [A][X]  [B]



The Linear Control System:

A f f i d h i ll iA set of functions used to mathematically compute appropriate 
commands to move a robot to a desired position.

Change in State of System over time.

X´ = [A][X] + [B]

g y

Input into System.

X  [A][X]  [B]
State of System

State Space Equation



Unicycle Control System:
•Speed is ConstantSpeed is Constant
•Only Orientation (angle of movement) is controlled.

X´ = [A][X] + [B][ ][ ] [ ]
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Unicycle Control System:
•Speed is ConstantSpeed is Constant
•Only Orientation (angle of movement) is controlled.

X´ = [A][X] + [B][ ][ ] [ ]

x′ = s⋅cos(θ)( )
y′ = s⋅sin(θ)
s′ = 0
θ′ = kp ⋅ [θ* - θ]

Input into the system = θ′ = kp ⋅ [θ*  - θ]



Basic Controller:



Enhanced Controller:
•“Rounds Corners” by taking input from both the nth destinationRounds Corners  by taking input from both the n destination  
point, and the (n + 1) th point.
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Utilizing the GPS Data:
•GPS gives data in spherical longitude and latitude coordinatesGPS gives data in spherical longitude and latitude coordinates.
•However, controller utilizes Cartesian coordinates.
•Must convert latitude/longitude to flat-earth approximate Cartesian coordinates.
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Path shown approximately
On Google Earth.

Translated into 
Cartesian coordinatesCartesian coordinates.

 



Conclusions and ContinuationsConclusions and Continuations

Code works, but not as well as it could.

• Current robot control works, but is quite basic.
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• Current robot control works, but is quite basic.

• Upgrade current robot controllers to the 
sophistication level of the simulation controls.

• Upgrade current robot controllers to the 
sophistication level of the simulation controls.
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